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COLUMN INDUSTRY INSIGHT

Out-dated tech education notions
to fall post-COVID-19
Our colleges and education providers need to go beyond creating tech graduates
with a narrow band of capabilities.
Fewer positions will exist for jobseekers and candidates will feel
increasing pressure to adapt and
work across a much broader set of
competencies than was required prior to
the arrival of coronavirus.
Sadly, despite the requirement for
the future workforce to develop a rich
and varied skill set for the increasingly
uncertain job market, the onus doesn’t rest
solely on their shoulders. The education
system that produces them is required to
adapt to this new environment if it is going

are focusing on creating job-ready
graduates who can work on both the
front-end and the back-end of a Web
site, while also being able to create,
debug and work with a wide array of
software applications.
More of these types of immersive
programmes need to be developed to
produce graduates who can rise to a
wide variety of tech challenges, and
meet the ‘do-it-all’ needs of the modern
technology business − be it big or small.
Tech careers remain one of the least-

RIAZ MOOLA, CEO and founder of HyperionDev
and CoGrammar.

Sadly, quick pivots and adaptation isn’t what our
education system is best known for.

T

he effects of COVID-19 have left the
world reeling. Businesses have closed
their doors and people continue to hide in
their homes. Cut off from physical things,
people and companies are turning at an
unprecedented rate to digital services and
operations.
Working from home is the new norm.
Internet usage continues to spike.
Colleges and universities have taken up
remote learning not as an add-on, but
as a core part of their central education
model. More than ever, we are all seeing
quite clearly the power and importance
of the Internet and tech in society, work
and the virology to fight COVID-19.
Business for South Africa recently predicted
as many as two million newly unemployed
people by the end of 2020, as a result of the
economic shutdown. It’s a terrifying thought
and one that brings an even more chilling
reality: In a highly competitive job market,
job-seekers need to stand out even further
from the crowd, offering skills across a
broader range of needs.
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to continue adding value to the lives of
students in South Africa.
Sadly, quick pivots and adaptation
isn’t what our education system is best
known for. The simple fact, however,
is that many people can no longer
afford the prospect of spending years
and hundreds of thousands of rands
preparing to earn a living.
In these uncertain times, employers
are looking for recruits who can do it
all. Gone are the days when they boasted
several teams, each specialising in a
single mission. The teams of the future
must rise to a range of challenges and
solve them with a diverse and deep skill
set. Our colleges and education providers
need to go beyond creating graduates
with a narrow band of capabilities.
Online tech educators like ourselves

affected jobs a person can have, as the
impact of COVID-19 forces physical
offices to shut down. I’m specifically
proud of the fact that we’re able to bolt
on a guaranteed internship at the backend of one of our new programmes − it’s
a real-life differentiator for a student
entering the daunting world of tech and
makes them far more attractive to postinternship employment opportunities.
Another differentiator is proper
accreditation under the South African
Qualifications Authority.
Today’s graduates and job-seekers
need a wide set of skills, and they
can’t afford to spend years of lost work
experience and income, and hundreds
of thousands of rands getting them. The
world is forever changed, and we need to
change swiftly with it.

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
CRM tools help businesses recover from
economic uncertainty

Gartner market guide for vulnerability
assessment

With COVID-19 and the resultant lockdown, South African industries
are in a very uncertain place. The closure of businesses and facilities
has, as predicted, led to an economic backlash within many (if not
all) industries. In order to succeed and overcome, it is imperative
that organisations take hold of technological advances to aid in lead
conversion and the boosting of sales and growth. Michael Bornheim,
principal consultant, iOCO, said: “The right customer relationship
management (CRM) tool will increase efficiencies across the board for
sales and service teams.” Bornheim argues that CRM is one of the most
effective tools to employ in these uncertain times.
www.ioco.tech

Skybox Security references a VA market guide by Gartner, which
states: "The VA market is made up of vendors that provide capabilities
that identify, categorise, prioritise and orchestrate the remediation
or mitigation of vulnerabilities. These include unsecured system
configurations or missing patches, as well as other security-related
updates in the systems connected to the enterprise network directly,
remotely or in the cloud."
As per Gartner: "This market guide focuses on the assessment and
prioritisation of this function in a security program.” It includes details
on how vulnerability assessment buyers are shifting from tools to
solutions, and which VA solutions dominate the market.
www.skyboxsecurity.com

Angulas Aguinaga speeds up order processing
with Esker

A new normal for small
businesses in SA

SPI, the African distributor for utility software products and services to
the open systems segment of the IT industry and the southern African
reseller for Esker, a leader in document process automation solutions,
is working with Angulas Aguinaga, a leading Spanish multinational
food company, to automate its order management process. Integrated
with the company’s Oracle JD Edwards ERP system, Esker’s Order
Management solution has helped Angulas Aguinaga to greatly enhance
the efficiency of its order process, resulting in the ability to process
orders three times faster than before. As the driving force behind
Angulas Aguinaga’s mission, innovation is incorporated into its
products, management structure and business processes.
www.spi.co.za

Establish remote
working legacy to drive
future productivity –
Kyocera

Gareth Fletcher, corporate sales
manager, Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa

Johan Fourie, account delivery
manager at NuPay

According to the SBI (Small
Business Institute), 263 224 small,
micro-and medium enterprises
employ 3.9 million people. This
makes the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic and the subsequent
lockdown that much more
significant, says Johan Fourie,
account delivery manager at
NuPay. Never has the need been
greater for entrepreneurs to step up
and think outside of the box.
www.altron.com

Energy needs new
models in a postlockdown SA

Kyocera Document Solutions South
Africa believes the future is bright,
thanks to the rapid acceleration of
remote working policies that have
been adapted by organisations,
and which Kyocera seeks to fuel
even further with the launch of
its e-book: “The ultimate guide
to remote working”. The e-book
provides advice on all aspects of
working from home.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za
Wessel Wessels, head of sales of
NEC XON’s Alternative Energy
division

Demand for reliable energy has
shifted from corporate offices
to smaller businesses at homes.
Meeting the need for more costeffective and reliable energy
in homes that are essentially
distributed operating units of
businesses will require zero
cost, zero risk business models
to support them, says Wessel
Wessels, head of sales of NEC XON’s
Alternative Energy division.
www.nec.xon.co.za
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Steve Flynn, sales and marketing
director, ESET Southern Africa

ESET to distribute
Dubai’s Credence
Security

EOH supports corporate
SA with release of
Sikhona

Credence Security – a leading
regional distributor of specialised
solutions in cyber security,
forensics, governance, risk and
compliance – announced a new
partnership with award-winning
global endpoint and perimeterprotection vendor ESET, to cover
southern Africa. ESET was attracted
to Credence Security’s regional
reach as a Dubai-based distributor
with offices in London, Nairobi,
Noida and Johannesburg.
www.eset.com

In its efforts to support the South
African economy, EOH has developed
Sikhona – a crisis management
app that means “we are here”
in Zulu. This employee app and
risk-management portal has been
designed to monitor and protect
employee wellness and enables the
informed management of workspace
and organisational risk.
www.eoh.co.za

Networks Unlimited,
SentinelOne in AI
learning partnership

Stefan van de Giessen, GM: Cyber
Security at value-added distributor
Networks Unlimited Africa

“The bid to lessen the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic
around the world means that
increasing numbers of businesses
are embracing remote working
models. And this means, in turn,
that never before has the security
of endpoint policies by CISOs been
more important,” says Stefan van
de Giessen, GM: Cybersecurity at
Networks Unlimited Africa.
www.networksunlimited.africa

Enghouse Interactive signs partnership
agreement with converse360
Enghouse Interactive has signed customer experience specialist
converse360 as a member of its EMEA partner programme.
Converse360 creates and develops software that enables businesses
to intelligently automate interactions with their customers. As
part of the agreement, they have integrated their conversational
service automation and AI technology with Enghouse’s flagship
Communications Center (CC) solution. Working within CC, the new
converse360-provisioned capability will enable businesses using the
contact centre solution to automate customer interactions through
an intelligent virtual assistant (IVA). Should the IVA not be trained
on a topic or escalation rules be triggered, it will automatically offer
customers the opportunity to speak with a live agent.
www.enghouseinteractive.co.uk
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EOH has developed a crisis
management app called Sikhona.

Pick n Pay automates IT finance with OneView
from Nebula
Pick n Pay needs to manage a multitude of supplier relationships.
To accomplish this, the company's IT finance team analyses all
bills relating to its IT environment to ensure the correct expenses
are allocated to the right business units and to identify any billing
inaccuracies. In the past, this team would manually enter every line
item from each vendor invoice into its ERP software – a task that
was time-consuming, inefficient and error-prone. With OneView
from Nebula, powered by Microsoft Azure, this cost allocation and
recovery process is streamlined and report generation is automated.
www.nebula.co.za

Why tailored ERP solutions make sense for the
healthcare industry
Lionel de Oliveira, sales manager South Africa, Seidor Africa, says
it is imperative for the healthcare industry to streamline internal
information flow and communications to provide accurate patient
management from admission to discharge. This information should
automatically build a comprehensive database of patient history.
The challenge, especially now, is to keep the administrative business
process as seamless as possible so that the focus is on day-to-day
patient care rather than administration and data capture. Harnessing
the proven processes of SAP Business One, Seidor Africa provides
the expertise required to provide medical, patient care and hospital
management companies with a powerful integrated ERP system.
www.seidorafrica.com

Cashflow management solutions for COVID
times
All businesses invest significant time and effort on revenue and
cost forecasting, while at the same time often neglecting the crucial
scrutiny of cash movements that are necessary for accurate cashflow
projections. “Even if profits are forecast, they do not necessarily
translate into cash coming into the business,” says Chris Hewitt, iOCO
solutions manager. He says IBM Planning Analytics is an extremely
powerful and flexible financial modelling tool. “It has an Excel
front-end with which users are familiar, as well as a compelling Web
interface to deliver powerful dashboards managed in a in a centralised
cube-based database.”
www.ioco.tech
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Remote work: governing and guiding end-users

First Distribution ramps up digital security, IOT

Enterprises are facing the dilemma of how to update and secure
all their network endpoints while managing devices efficiently.
According to ITR Technology, effective security and productivity
measures need to be taken while keeping in mind that endpoints may
not always be connected to the corporate network via VPN or proxy.
ManageEngine Desktop Central offers complete patching of Windows,
Mac and Linux endpoints along with third-party applications. With
Desktop Central’s patch management feature, you can completely
automate the deployment of critical patches.
www.itrtech.africa

First Distribution has expanded its distribution offering with a new
division focusing on Digital Security and Internet of Things (IOT). David
Simpson, appointed as GM, heads up the new division specialising in
digital security and video surveillance solutions. Tony Abrahall, director
of First Distribution, explains the new division complements the
existing data centre, cloud, cyber security and networks business units
within First Distribution and moves the distributor further up the value
chain. “The convergence of security networks and IP networks allows
us to provide a complete turnkey offering to the market, something that
no other distributor currently offers,” he says.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

Workonline
Communications,
France-IX partner to
enrich African content

Benjamin Deveaux, head of
Business Development for
Workonline Communications

Workonline Communications is
extending its reach to FranceIX, one of Europe’s leading
Internet exchanges. Workonline
Communications will leverage the
Exchange’s strategic positioning to
further interconnect Africa and the
Middle East to Europe and the US.
The connection to France-IX will
be housed at Interxion’s MRS1 data
centre in Marseille.
www.workonline.africa

SDP and risky users
In a bid to protect their networks, many organisations are faced with
three lousy choices: allow, deny or log, when IM tools flag a risky
user. One of these options blocks the user, while the other two let a
potentially malicious actor into the system. “The weakest link in the
security chain is you,” the old fraud security adage goes. What this
means is that we can be duped, tricked or even bribed, and that can be
all it takes to breach even the most well-guarded security perimeter.
Whether deliberate or by accident, “insider threats can be devastating”.
www.privateprotocol.com

East Africa leverages
connectivity backbone

Adil Youssefi, Liquid Telecom
regional CEO, East Africa

Pan-African telecoms group Liquid
Telecom has made it possible
for the East Africa Community
(EAC) member states to function
as close to normal despite the
coronavirus pandemic. By offering
superior connectivity and digital
solutions across Liquid Telecom’s
East Africa backbone, the EAC has
been ‘digitally transformed’ with
best-in-class connectivity and
collaboration tools.
www.liquidtelecom.com

Tips to prevent data-sharing risks in
Microsoft Teams
According to Private Protocol, Microsoft Teams has rapidly become
a key collaboration tool for many organisations. However, it can
potentially leave you exposed to data breaches from accidental sharing
of the wrong files or sharing sensitive info with the wrong Team – or
worse – data theft for personal gain. Private Protocol does not advocate
cutting off collaboration tools or making it too difficult for users to
create and adopt Teams, which will not work. While this approach may
solve the problem in the very short term, long term it is bound to cause
frustration among end-users and increase the risk of shadow IT.
www.privateprotocol.com

Panda Security launches Threat Insights
Report 2020
Cyber attacks are constantly evolving in order to avoid detection.
Over the past year, Panda Security researchers have analysed over
14.9 million malware events, gathering insights into the global threat
landscape. Through endpoint data gathered from devices around the
world, researchers can monitor any changes, trends or anomalies
in the global threat landscape. This data feeds everything from the
artificial intelligence that analyses behaviours and creates patterns, to
the threat hunting services responsible for intercepting threats and
attacks. According to research, Thailand, the Middle East and South
America have fallen victim to the highest number of attacks over the
past year.
www.pandasecurity.com

Free cyber awareness and security training
with MyCyberTraining
In order for cyber security measures to be effective in an organisation,
all stakeholders need to be fully engaged. Regrettably, communicating
the message to employees can often be a frustrating and counterproductive exercise. With this in mind, MyCyberCare has joined
forces with international training solution developer, Wizer, to offer
a series of free videos that make cyber security and cyber awareness
quick and easy to implement. Simon Campbell-Young, CEO at
MyCyberCare, says: “We are thrilled to be a distributor of Wizer
technology in South Africa and in this capacity we are able to offer the
Wizer videos to the local market at no cost.”
www.csza.co.za
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AI AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SURVEY
By THE ITWEB SURVEYS TEAM

One in three firms look to AI to
boost customer experience
About a third of SA businesses are experimenting with using AI in customer
service, while 16% have already deployed it.

PRANAY DESAI, head of enterprise marketing,
Freshworks

A

bout 30% of SA’s businesses are
currently experimenting with
integrating artificial intelligence (AI)
into their customer service channels,
while 16% have already deployed AI. On
the other end of the scale, 25% have not
adopted AI in any form at all.
These are some of the key findings of the
recent AI & CX Survey that was conducted
by ITWeb, in partnership with cloud-based
customer engagement software provider,
Freshworks.
"The survey found that 46% of
respondents have implemented, or are
experimenting with, AI in customer
service. In the coming months, AI will
play a major role in improving the
customer experience with instant service.
Companies that have implemented AI will
find it easier to optimise their contact
centre costs by managing high workloads
without adding staff," says Pranay
Desai, head of enterprise marketing at
Freshworks.
Those who have adopted AI, or are at
least experimenting with it, are mostly
using it to detect customer frustration and
deflect routine customer queries.
While 33% of respondents believe AI
provides insights and ‘next best actions’
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within their helpdesk, 13% declared they
use AI but are not sure if it helps.
According to the survey, by far the
biggest barrier to AI adoption is the
challenge of integrating AI into existing
processes. Lack of know-how, company
culture and change management issues
also make the top-three problem list.
"Most companies are unsure of where
to start or how to integrate AI into their
business processes; it's up to the vendors
to make it simple,” comments Desai.
“For our part, Freshworks offers nocode chatbots that can be configured and
deployed in minutes. The AI technology
in our products can be used to automate
workflows, help agents with actions and
data entry, and works out-of-box without
any configuration."

experience,” says Desai. “Experience has
overtaken brand and price as the driver for
purchase decisions and most companies
have still not adapted to this reality."
Having a single view of the customer is
the ultimate goal, but what’s hampering
companies from attaining it? Most often,
the reason (cited by 36% of respondents) is
that they have multiple customer channels
that are not integrated.
It’s evident that current or future
investment in AI is expected to bring
significant benefits, most notably the
ability to implement strategic business
innovation and achieve incremental cost
reductions and revenue growth.
Finally, the survey asked respondents
who is in charge of CX strategy
and implementation. In 24% of the

"The survey found that 46% of respondents have
implemented, or are experimenting with, AI in
customer service.

An overwhelming majority of
respondents expect that using AI should
improve customer engagement and overall
customer experience, as well as streamline
and automate operations.
When it comes to what organisations are
providing in terms of self-service, nearly
60% offer customers knowledge-based
articles, and 40% make use of chatbots and
have an online discussion forum.
Despite all the talk about the customercentric CX-driven economy we live in,
the survey shows that customer service
is too often seen as a cost centre. "While
53% of all companies still view customer
service as a cost centre, our research has
found that 56% of consumers have stopped
doing business with brands due to a bad

participating companies, it’s the CEO;
in 23% it’s the CIO; and only 14% have a
dedicated customer experience officer.
Interestingly, chief marketing officers are
involved in only 4% of the cases.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2020 ITWeb/Freshworks AI & CX
Survey ran on ITWeb during April and
was completed by 318 respondents
from a range of customer-facing
industry sectors.
Of the respondents, 70% are
decision-makers, with 26% being
C-level executives and a further 44%
in mid management roles.

AI & Customer Experience AI
SURVEY
AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SURVEY

What is the state of AI adoption in customer
service in your organisation?
30%

Experimenting with AI in customer service

28%

Don't use AI in custome service

25%

Don’t use AI in any form

16%

Deployed AI in customer service

What does your organisation provide in
terms of self-service?

We have
knowledge-base
articles

59%

We have knowledge-base articles

59%

We have an online discussion forum

38%

We have chatbots that help on the website

38%

Which of the following are the main barriers
to AI adoption in your organisation?

60

58%

50
40

38%

37%

30
23%

20

21%
15%

15%

Data
availability
and portability

Concerns
over job
losses

10
0
Integration
into
existing
processes

xx
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Lack of
know-how
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Culture and
change
management

Lack of
proven ROI

Data
privacy
and
security
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AI AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCEAI
SURVEY
& Customer Experience SURVEY

What is the main challenge your company is facing
in putting together a single view of customers?

Which of the following is, or would be, a strong incentive for
AI investment in your organisation?

50

47%

40
30
24%

21%

20
36%

Multiple customer channels that are not integrated

10
6%

16%

Lack of integration between internal and
external data

0

14%

Employees are not collecting the right information
from customers

13%

Customer service is viewed as a stand alone
function

13%

Lack of access to internal data/ siloed departmental
systems

8%

Other

Strategic
business
innovation

Incremental
cost
reduction

Incremental
top
line/revenue
growth

None of the
above

Which of the following outcomes would you expect to derive
from the investment in AI capabilities as part of you CX
strategy?

How do you / would you expect virtual customer
assistants and chatbots to improve your customers'
experience?

Reduce time to
response

76%

8

Reduce time to response

76%

Reduce cost to serve

52%

Reduce contact centre engagements/ moves
engagement to self-service channels

45%

Offer omnichannel experience

43%

Offer more personalised service

41%

| July 2020

73%

Improve the experience of customers

67%

Improve engagement with customers

66%

Streamline and automate operations, business
processes

56%

Reduce costs

45%

Achieve omnichannel communications

35%

Incremental cost reduction

27%

Risk mitigation - to mitigate risk of cyberattacks &
fraud

13%

Reduce staff complement

2%

None of the options given
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TELECOMS

COMPUTING
Data explosion
demands advanced data
management

David McMurdo, regional director,
South Africa at Veritas

South African companies must
transform if they are to succeed in a
digital-first world, but they also need
to manage the cost and complexity
resulting from the spiralling volumes
of data generated (expected to reach
175 zettabytes by 2025, according to
IDC), says David McMurdo, regional
director, South Africa at Veritas.
www.veritas.com

The invisible enterprise
Imagine a future where your self-adapting, fully autonomous edgeto-enterprise computing environment becomes invisible to you in
your day-to-day operations. What might we be able to do within such
a powerful, intuitive and reliable environment? Can we really achieve
this in the real world? asks Liz Lynch, marketing communications
manager at Stratus Technologies. Lynch adds that the final 'I' in the
Edge Computing Maturity Model is the invisible level. When we say
invisible, we are describing technology that is autonomous, zerotouch and secure. It runs in the background, providing business
intelligence that allows enterprises to focus on innovation and growth.
www.stratus.com

SECURITY
ENTERPRISE

Flattening the social
engineering curve

E-commerce limits under
level four make no cents

Cindy Leibowitz, professional
support lawyer at Webber Wentzel

For the duration of the level four of the
lockdown period, there was a peculiar
provision in the new regulations
which provided that "directions may
permit the incremental expansion of
e-commerce, taking into account the
need to limit the extent of movement
on the road, contact between people,
law enforcement challenges and the
impact on other businesses”, and
raised many questions, says Cindy
Leibowitz, professional support
lawyer at Webber Wentzel.
www.webberwentzel.com

Mira Andric, Operations and
Delivery Manager for CyberTech

BUSINESS
StorEx expands its African
footprint as an Evernex
company

Delivering 360° contextual awareness of your
GRC programme
Governance, risk management and compliance – what we refer to
collectively as GRC – is the capability to reliably achieve objectives
(governance), address uncertainty (risk management), and act
with integrity (compliance). Over the past 20 years, we have seen
technology evolve and mature to assist organisations in achieving this
definition of GRC, says Michael Rasmussen, GRC 20/20 Research. This
evolution of GRC technology started with engaging the back-office
functions of GRC, what we often call the second and third line of
defence. These are the risk, compliance, security, internal control and
audit/assurance departments that manage and monitor areas of GRC.
www.rubi-q.com

Amid the rise of COVID-19, cyber
criminals are actively using this as an
opportunity to prey on vulnerable
individuals and companies. If
organisations are to combat attacks,
training will need to be in place for
employees to spot a malicious link
in an e-mail and understand the
importance of the “think before you
click” approach, says CyberTech.
www.altron.com

Jan Beukes, founder and CEO,
StorEx

The recent acquisition of StorEx,
a leading supplier of third-party
maintenance (TPM), by Evernex,
a leading international provider of
third-party maintenance services for
datacentre infrastructure, has enabled
the locally built specialist to significantly
expand. Jan Beukes, founder and CEO,
StorEx, says the company will retain its
local branding, level one B-BBEE status
and SA-based team.
www.storexsa.co.za
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FINANCIAL

TECH FORUM

Bitcoin arbitrage and a story of free money
You might be thinking: “What on earth is arbitrage trading?” OVEX
– one of South Africa’s top crypto-currency exchange and brokerage
firms – offers a fully managed arbitrage service; register now, sit back
and make money. In a nutshell, arbitrage is purchasing an asset in one
market and simultaneously selling it in another market at a higher
price and thus profiting on the temporary difference in price. So, what
is the holy grail of outperforming the market? Taking advantage of
inefficiencies in the market is considered to be one of the best, most
risk-free forms of profit trading for investors.
www.ovex.io

Telemedicine in SA – an
untapped resource?

Dilip Naran, strategic business
development manager at Altron
HealthTech

Financial reporting in the cloud in the wake of
COVID-19
In an era where businesses are racing to beat sthe clock, seeking
financial solutions and lifeboats, manual financial reporting can hinder
progress. Manual reporting is known to be time-consuming and often
presents with flaws and errors. These errors usually occur when failing
to link the data to the cause (narrative). This disconnection leads to a
lack of integration, the inability to track progress and determine who is
responsible for individual areas of content, and a lack of access control.
These cost the organisation valuable resources that simply cannot
be spared. “Managers have found that online solutions for financial
reporting, such as cloud-based services, are more reliable and offer
more streamlined information,” explains Mandy Leonard, business
development director, iOCO.
www.ioco.tech

Use your bank's digital platforms to unlock
value during lockdown
As South Africa comes to terms with life during lockdown, the
extended period we all have to spend in our homes is bringing about
many changes in the way we live and work. One significant area
where these changes are taking place is banking. The good news for
homebound individuals and business owners is that there is much
more to digital banking than just checking balances and making
payments or transfers. According to Stelios Vakis, digital executive:
Nedbank Retail and Business Banking, now is the perfect time to
become fully familiar with all the great benefits your digital banking
tools have to offer.
www.nedbank.co.za

Telemedicine, or caring for patients
remotely when the provider and
patient are not physically in the same
room, has been around for at least the
last 20 years. In South Africa, it took
COVID-19 for this delivery mechanism
to come into its own, says Dilip Naran,
strategic business development
manager at Altron HealthTech.
www.altron.com

Multi-cloud mobile
workforces grapple
with data complexity
challenge

Johan Scheepers, country head
for South Africa at Commvault

As South Africa entered lockdown,
the first step many local businesses
took to maintain business continuity
was to go mobile. But in doing so,
many also looked to multi-cloud
strategies for flexibility, resulting
in unexpected complexity and
potentially creating new business
continuity and security risks, says
Johan Scheepers, country head for
South Africa at Commvault.
www.itweb.co.za

COVID-19 pandemic drives up interest in RPA
COVID-19, associated lockdown, and the need for organisations to
ensure business as usual with smaller teams has driven up interest in
robotic process automation (RPA) across industry sectors in South
Africa. This is according to Automation Anywhere, a global leader
in RPA that delivers a cloud-based digital workforce platform. The
company reports growing interest from South African enterprises as
the current situation elevates the need for automation. To help local
businesses begin their automation journey or scale up existing projects,
Automation Anywhere collaborated with ITWeb to present a webinar
that outlined the cost, continuity and efficiency benefits of intelligent
automation.
www.itweb.co.za

CHANNEL
Tactile Technologies expands footprint into Asia
For the first time, Tactile Technologies is taking its range east. The
team has welcomed Taiwan-based Jason Lin on board, who will be
responsible for the company’s product and supply chain management
in Asia. "This is just one of many steps we are taking to strengthen our
offering to our customers," notes Mauro Mercuri, group director for the
Tactile Technologies Group. Lin will assist us with strengthening existing
relationships, forming new ones, evaluating possible manufacturers to
work with, discovering new products and technologies and enhancing
our current operations and communication.
www.tactiletechnologies.com

Embrace ERP – essential service in the middle
of a pandemic
ACS-Embrace anticipates a drastic shift in the way the world will
work. They should leverage technology and solutions that support
analytics, artificial intelligence and machine learning. These solutions
also need to ensure end-to-end visibility across the supply chain.
Companies with the right solutions in place – solutions that enable
them to remain agile, flexible and respond quickly to abrupt change –
will not only survive, but also thrive. To help achieve this, embrace a
flexible ERP solution to future-proof your business.
www.embrace.co.za
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BUSINESS
Lockdown leadership
lessons: Keeping your
core values
Nebula CEO Daniel Nel says right now,
there is so much going on that none of
us can really explain. As a leader, it’s
your job to communicate effectively
and define reality for your business.
Nel says it’s about unpacking and
dealing with how things are right
now, at this very moment.
www.nebula.co.za

There is 'Hope Ahead' with Puleng Technologies
Putting food on the table of those most in need was the goal of an
innovative campaign by Puleng Technologies. Working in conjunction
with MixFM 93.8, Midrand-based Puleng Technologies has donated
R100 000 to the Hope Ahead campaign. Announced live three times
a day on MixFM 93.8, nominees receive a R1 500 Shoprite food
e-voucher. The campaign started on 27 April and will conclude at the
end of May. "We needed a local voice and platform for hope, and we
are excited to be working with the professionals at MixFM 93.8," says
Steven James, executive at Puleng.
www.puleng.co.za

Nebula CEO Daniel Nel

TECH FORUM
Data stewardship in
SimpleData Management

Brett Schreuder, MD of GlueData

SimpleData Management (SDM) is
a comprehensive SAP master data
management product developed by
GlueData. “We have had great success
with SDM version 1 in the South
African market and are now driving
for the release of version 2 in mid2020,” states Brett Schreuder, MD of
GlueData. At the core of version 2 is
the concept of stewardship.
www.gluedata.co.za

Innovate for the new
normal

Richard Firth, CEO of MIP
Holdings

A survey by Global Workplace
Analytics and FlexJobs last year
found that only 66% of companies
allowed remote work, and 16% were
fully remote. The onset of COVID-19
has now forced organisations of all
sizes to work remotely and this will
be the new normal, even after the
threat has passed, says Richard Firth,
CEO of MIP Holdings.
www.mip.co.za

Zensar’s ‘Women in Workplace’ case study wins
Zensar, a digital solutions and technology services company that
specialises in partnering with global organisations on their digital
transformation journey, has announced that its ‘Women in Workplace’
case study has been recognised as the second best in the private sector
category in the Best Innovative Practices Awards. This recognition is for
Zensar’s multiple initiatives under its Diversity & Inclusion charter and
to build a culture of inclusiveness across its global locations. Zensar was
recognised for the UN Global Compact's ‘Gender Equality: Goal No. 5’ of
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs). A total of 46 organisations
participated in this competition across multiple categories.
www.zensar.com
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COVID-19 has created an unprecedented
situation that affects us all
As the situation continues to evolve, we take a moment to thank our
leaders, doctors, nurses, researchers and service people who are at
the forefront of this battle, while understanding that most of us in
self-isolation do not have it easy either. It definitely is not business
as usual. Andrew Craig, director at Universe Direct, says businesses
in nearly every consumer category have ground to a halt, facing an
uncertain future that could look a lot different than anyone expected.
Consumer behaviour patterns, influenced by weeks of social isolation,
shopping online, working from home, or not working at all, are going
to drastically change.
www.universedirect.co.za

Effective management in IT
IT’s speed of evolution offers vast opportunities for all. Managers
within the IT environment face a particularly unique challenge –
staying ahead of rapid advancement brought on by Industry 4.0. This
has been further accelerated with technological support needed during
the COVID-19 pandemic. In this context, effective management hinges
on three important elements, namely: data security, compliance and
standards, and operational efficiency, says iOCO. There are many
advantages that come to the fore when these crucial elements are
managed effectively. There is not only a reduction of risk overall, but
also simplifies the process of meeting information security reporting
and auditing requirements.
www.ioco.tech

The role of managed services providers in a
digital world
Managed service providers are essentially a one-stop shop, offering
a varied basket of goods, with all the necessary specialised skills and
partnerships to do whatever is needed when it is needed. Even from
a resourcing perspective, Ryan Porter, head of Managed Services
at Nacelle, explains: “If your team is not a multi-skilled, multidisciplinary team, as is the case with the team we have here, you risk
creating many single points of failure. With legacy systems that haven’t
modernised or digitised or moved to cloud, there are literally only a
handful of people left that are in a position to maintain those systems.”
www.nacelleaviation.com

COMPANY NEWS

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
How COVID-19 exposed weakness in the supply
chain
Heinrich de Leeuw, MD of Seidor South Africa, says, right now supply
chain leaders would be wise to quickly change how they do things if
they want to overcome the challenges that arise from lack of visibility,
collaboration and co-ordination. In the wake of COVID-19, companies
still need human workers to manage the supply chain, but they also
need to evolve their businesses into digitally intelligent organisations
that are equipped to drive efficiencies throughout their business
processes.
www.seidorafrica.com

T-Systems’ new Cyber
Defence Centre

Lukas van der Merwe, specialist
sales executive: Security at
T-Systems South Africa

T-Systems South Africa has
relaunched its Security Operations
Centre (SOC) as a Cyber Defence
Centre (CDC), offering its advanced
cyber defence portfolio to customers
as a managed service. Lukas van der
Merwe, specialist sales executive:
Security at T-Systems South Africa,
says CDC leverages AI, security
orchestration, automation and
response technologies.
www.un-outsource.co.za

InterSystems IRIS data platform now supports
Tencent Cloud
InterSystems, a creative data technology provider dedicated to helping
customers solve the most critical scalability, interoperability and
speed problems, announced today that the InterSystems IRIS data
platform now supports Tencent Cloud. As more organisations move
and build applications in the cloud, they are often challenged with
lengthy, resource-intensive migrations and inefficient deployment
and management processes across software environments. For the first
time, developers can access and configure Tencent Cloud resources
and storage directly through InterSystems IRIS Cloud Manager
(ICM) for “one-click” deployment. This empowers organisations to
accelerate the deployment of applications in the cloud, while reducing
deployment and management costs.
www.intersystems.com

Pure Storage expands FlashBlade
Pure Storage, the IT pioneer that delivers storage as a service, has
announced the availability of Purity//FB 3.0 for FlashBlade, the next
generation of the industry's most advanced storage software for
unstructured data. FlashBlade delivers a truly unified, scale-out fast
file and object storage platform purpose-built to support modern
application development, modern analytics and next-generation data
protection. FlashBlade is unique in its ability to accelerate applications
and enable data to be shared across applications and workloads. The
latest updates to FlashBlade enable real-time performance that allow
application workflows to take centre stage – resulting in a modern data
experience.
www.purestorage.com

Personal data risk detection and mitigation
Titus, the expert in data classification and a Blackstone portfolio
company, has announced Titus Accelerator for Privacy to reduce
financial and legal risk exposure by automatically identifying personal
data and applying protection. Unlike other data protection solutions,
Titus Accelerator for Privacy examines e-mails and files at the point of
creation. This unique solution takes advantage of machine learning to
deliver a faster, more direct path to data privacy and compliance with
cyber security policies and data privacy regulations, including GDPR
and POPIA. Titus Accelerator for Privacy uses both content – and
context – to search all types of data.
www.privateprotocol.com

ENTERPRISE
This is how you digitalise for long-term success
Digitalisation is just the first step of the journey, says Gregg Sanders,
head of digital transformation at NEC XON. To transform our
businesses means extracting deeper value in future from the tools
and materials many of us desperately crave right now because of the
global pandemic. We can only achieve that with sound advice and
expert guidance to ensure we build the foundations of real-time,
adaptive enterprises. IOT is about connecting sensors, machines and
anything that can provide data to the Internet to share its state, receive
information and then act on it, or both.
www.nec.xon.co.za

Opportunity to migrate to SAP S/4 HANA

Gartner Magic Quadrant SIEM leader rating for
Rapid7 IDR

Users of SAP’s ERP software that have not yet migrated to SAP
S/4HANA will have maintenance support for core applications of
SAP Business Suite 7 software until the end of 2027 – with optional
extended maintenance until the end of 2030. This follows an
announcement by SAP recently, which pushes the deadline forward
from 2025 to 2027, giving users more time to make the switch.
However, despite the extended timeframe, users should still take
advantage of the business imperatives of switching and should already
be considering their move. While the deadline might no longer be
as pressing, the current state presents an opportunity to consider
migration.
www.un-outsource.co.za

In less than three years, Rapid7 has evolved from its original status
as an on-premises vulnerability management company to a leading
cloud-based, multi-product security company. This is evidenced
by its positioning as a leader in the Gartner 2020 Magic Quadrant
for SIEM (security information and event management). “Further
investments in the growth and capabilities of the company have been
in our collaborations with synergistic technology providers and in
the ongoing development of ‘honeypots’, which lure in hackers and
provide us with valuable information on how to proactively counter
their attacks based on their breaching methodologies,” says Ellis
Fincham, director of detection and response for EMEA at Rapid7.
www.csza.co.za
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Employees working from home utilise
Accellion to avoid data security risks

Airtel Uganda, Avaya partner to enable remote
work, learning in Uganda

Accellion, provider of the enterprise content firewall that consolidates,
controls and secures sensitive third-party communications, has
announced key capabilities that protect the sensitive data remote
employees access, share and collaborate on while working from
home. Hackers tap into a treasure trove of PII, PHI and IP when
they leverage home network vulnerabilities like weak passwords,
unpatched software and connected Internet of things devices such as
smart TVs and virtual assistants. Confidential corporate information
like contracts, financial data and customer records become susceptible
to unauthorised access as more employees begin working from home
to contain COVID-19. Accellion enterprise content firewall offers
comprehensive data protection.
www.privateprotocol.com

In quick response to the Ugandan government’s decision to limit
access to offices, schools and universities to curb the spread of
COVID-19, Airtel, Uganda's leading provider of prepaid, postpaid mobile and 4G services, has partnered with Avaya Holdings
Corporation (NYSE: AVYA) to enable organisations in the country
to implement remote working and learning initiatives. Through
the partnership, Avaya will offer organisations in Uganda fullfeature access to its flagship collaboration app, Avaya Spaces, on a
complimentary basis, through Airtel Uganda. Avaya Spaces is a cloud
meeting and team collaboration solution that goes beyond integrating
chat, voice, video, online meetings and content sharing.
www.avaya.com

Teraco is building a
second data centre
facility in Cape Town

Tackling endpoint
security in the workfrom-home age
Acronis predicts that by 2030, we’ll
have more than 500 billion devices
globally, and only 1% of these will be
in the core network. Peter French,
MD of Synapsys, says fast forward
a few short months, and due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, this forecast
has started to materialise at an
astonishing rate.
www.synapsys.co.za

Jan Hnizdo, CEO of Teraco

Peter French, MD of Synapsys

Marcel Fouché, Networking and
Storage GM

F5 Networks acquires
Shape Security

Thumbzup now processes card transactions in
Azure Cloud

F5 Networks has completed its
acquisition of Shape Security, a leader
in fraud and abuse prevention. Marcel
Fouché, Networking and Storage
GM at value-added distributor
Networks Unlimited Africa, a channel
partner of F5 in sub-Saharan Africa,
comments: “A number of experts
view this merger and acquisition
as being a game-changer for
comprehensive application security.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

Thumbzup is now processing card transactions in Azure. Its Mobility
Transaction Platform is processing card-present transactions in
Microsoft’s Azure Cloud. Thumbzup entered into a partnership with
First Distribution and Microsoft to provide increased capacity and
reduced cost while having the agility to instantly spin up instances
in any global hub. “First Distribution focuses on helping the channel
grow their cloud practices by utilising next-level technologies and
hyper-scalers like Microsoft,” explains Natasha Bezuidenhout,
Microsoft executive at First Distribution. “The support we offer our
partners is therefore positioned at driving Azure consumption through
software that can be delivered with scale, agility.”
www.firstdistribution.co.za
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Teraco has confirmed the
construction of Teraco Cape
Town 2 (CT2), a new 30MW data
centre facility. This follows the
company’s recent 60MW expansion
announcement of its Johannesburg
data centre campus in Isando.
Jan Hnizdo, CEO of Teraco, says
the company is investing billions
of rands in South Africa’s digital
infrastructure.
www.teraco.co.za
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TCM, Cisco use infrastructure to help
companies face challenges

COVID-19 forces businesses to urgently control
costs

Leveraging network and datacentre infrastructure in a highly
uncertain landscape has never been more challenging or more
critical. Organisations need to carefully manage fewer resources
while maintaining exceptional service to delivery units. Businesses
need to be digitally transformed in order to meet the demands of
today’s technology and innovation, while enabling flexibility without
disrupting day-to-day operations. The manner and speed at which
access is provided directly affects the quality of operations and efficacy
of applications. Technology Corporate Management (TCM) and Cisco
are able to design and implement solutions that allow businesses to
successfully leverage network and data centre investments to maintain
a functional work environment, while retaining manageability.
www.tcm.co.za

The damage to global and local businesses as a result of COVID-19
has begun to set in. To heed the call of President Cyril Ramaphosa,
South African firms must curb costs before laying off staff and
suppliers. Kerushan.com is an online platform offering tools and
support to businesses. In particular, it seeks to help people exploit
technology to maximise their own career potential. The platform is
owned and operated by Blacfox Enterprises. In response to surveys
of local businesses, Kerushan.com will broadcast a series of webinars
addressing the problem of cost management. The platform will bring
together experts to advise businesses on different costs. Each episode
will focus on a specific cost that could be more efficiently handled by
businesses.
www.kerushan.com

DFA granted licence to operate in Zimbabwe
Open-access fibre connectivity provider DFA has become the first
telecommunications provider in 10 years to be granted an operating
licence by POTRAZ. The awarding of the Internet Access Provider
Class B licence follows a successful launch and proof of concept
phase for DFA’s Zimbabwe operations. The licence paves the way for
fully fledged operations in the country and will allow DFA to build a
nationwide network for the provision of licensed telecommunications
services. DFA Group CEO Thinus Mulder said he was pleased with
DFA Zimbabwe’s progress. "From the beginning, we have favoured
a measured approach in our expansion to nations outside of South
Africa.”
www.dfafrica.co.za

Changepoint PPM in East Africa
Two of the top five banks in Kenya have chosen Changepoint PPM as
their preferred project portfolio management solution. Discussions
are under way with other parties in the East African region, who see
value in the Changepoint Project Portfolio Management solution and
want to adopt its services as well. Changepoint is a suite of purposebuilt strategic and portfolio management solutions for project and
program management offices, services organisations, enterprise
architects and business transformation teams. Changepoint helps
businesses transform strategic and project, engagement or application
portfolios with an adaptable, intuitive and intelligent solution that is
configurable for today’s changing business landscape.
www.gen2sa.com

ALNET Technologies cloud hosted servers
ALNET Technologies has revealed a significant uptake of its cloud
servers from the SME sector. ALNET Technologies is a Sage Platinum
Business Partner and a provider of the complete suite of Sage Evolution
ERP, CRM, payroll and cloud solutions. Netesh Maharajh, director,
ALNET Technologies, says its cloud hosted server solution was
developed to assist SMEs to avoid capital expenditure outlays. “The
deployment of new server infrastructure is costly, so our cloud hosted
servers offer an affordable alternative that leaves SMEs free to focus on
doing what they do best, which is to meet their business vision and
objectives even more efficiently.”
www.alnettechnologies.com

BUSINESS
Work-from-home Samsung customer call centre
delivers
The response of Samsung’s call centre when the South African
lockdown was announced serves as an example of how rapid response
and the right technology and systems to enable remote working led to
the centre delivering beyond the expected performance. Samsung’s
call centre is managed by iOCO, a wholly owned subsidiary of EOH.
The call centre comprises approximately 180 operatives as well as a
dedicated technical support staff. When the lockdown was announced,
the business saw disaster response planning kicked into high gear.
Working closely with Samsung, the iOCO team led a smooth transition
from the office call centre environment to a work-from-home scenario
within just 48 hours.
www.eoh.co.za

CHANNEL
The digital journey to operational excellence
In a two-speed world, businesses across the globe are often faced with
one crippling dilemma: outgrowing legacy technology systems. Facing
an outdated, ill-fitting enterprise resource planning (ERP) system,
local ship repair and marine engineering company Dormac began the
search for a digital journey partner. As a division of Southey Holdings,
Dormac is the driving force behind a diverse and growing number
of independent and autonomous businesses. It represents one of the
largest and most respected privately owned groups in South Africa.
Offering a full spectrum of ship repair and specialised engineering
services to owners and operators of cargo vessels, passenger liners,
navy vessels and offshore construction vessels, it is essential that
Dormac deliver on its promise for operational excellence.
www.ioco.tech
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: THE WORKPLACE

Get ready for a
brave new world
This is arguably the world's biggest trial of remote working, with
organisations rethinking several common workplace misconceptions.

health and mental wellbeing post the
pandemic. This will probably translate into
businesses deciding it simply does not make
sense for them to bring all employees back
into the office.
Remote working, once considered to be a
perk, now has the potential to become the
norm for many organisations.
A UK publication, Personnel Today,
outlines Gartner's approach to the key
questions around the post-lockdown
workplace and the misconceptions that
have been busted by the lockdown work
environment. It goes on to explain that
many business leaders assume the current
remote working conditions are temporary
while countries manage the pandemic, and

remote versus office-based employees.
Other misconceptions listed include
the one that employees deliver their best
work based on a nine-to-five schedule. As
businesses give employees more flexibility
over their schedules to manage lockdown
conditions, they are realising this idea is
massively outdated, and that productivity
profiles are more personal. Some people
work better in the morning, others at night,
and by breaking these time constraints, a
business can help make employees more
productive.
The discussion around staff and what is
best in terms of continued output is only
the tip of the iceberg of issues that must be
considered.

Neil Buckley, MD, Apex BI

I

recently read news reports about a new
book, a thriller called “Lockdown”,
written in 2005 with the storyline of a viral
pandemic that brought the planet to its
economic knees. Publishers widely rejected
it, at the time, as being too dystopian.
Needless to say, it is now being published.
So, indeed, we are not entering, but
living, in a brave new world where if
economies are to survive, businesses will
need to adapt or die.
The current global pandemic has changed
our working lives forever. Remote working,
once considered to be a perk, now has the
potential to become the norm for many
organisations. Of course, the temporary
lockdowns will eventually lift, but remote
working is here to stay, and companies must
commence preparations for this operational
shift − now.
There are several issues driving this
working paradigm shift, not least of which
is the increasing concern around employees’
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Remote working, once considered to be a perk,
now has the potential to become the norm for many
organisations.

that we'll eventually get back to a standard
working practice.
Well, it is increasingly apparent that the
foregoing is simply not true. The workplace
will never be the same, post-pandemic.
This is arguably the world's biggest trial
of remote working, with organisations
rethinking several common workplace
misconceptions. The first is that employees
are less productive working-from-home.
Gartner says its research shows this is
not the case, rather it reveals there are no
fundamental differences in the output of

Below are some of the important changes
I and my colleagues envision in this brave
new world − all of which will drive a
need for visibility and control from a cost
plus security perspective − not having
appropriate software in place to provide
monitoring could lead to catastrophic
expense scenarios:
• Mobile coverage constraints will force
organisations to adopt a multi-vendor
strategy. This is already a significant IT trend
across the board with many companies
already augmenting their availability and

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: THE WORKPLACE

performance monitoring using mega-suite
solutions from best-of-breed vendors. The
consensus is that companies not either
implementing or planning multi-cloud/
multi-vendor strategies are most likely
lagging their competition.
• Bring your own device will become less
prevalent. Employees will expect mobile
devices and connectivity to be provided as
work tools that enable the flexibility they
need, with more connectivity options, so
they can work where and when they want.
• The deployment of specific software
will be crucial to monitoring company
expenditures in this scenario. Organisations
neglecting this will do so at their peril.
It will be essential to install the means to
enhance visibility and management of
newly decentralised mobile voice and data
environments.
• Mobile service providers will create
improved models enabling them to better
service and support decentralised customer
environments.
• There will be an increasing dependence on
software capable of managing and tracking
tasks and workloads associated with
appropriate levels of supervision of a remote
workforce.
• Inventory and security management will
receive considerably more focus due to
mobile device and user base scattering.
• Businesses will need to adjust mobile

The workplace will never be the same,
post-pandemic.

policies to better cater for remote worker
behaviour and tools.
• Job spec profiling will become more
relevant in terms of driving policy and rate
plan selection for the user base.
• SaaS expenditure will start to increase
company IT spend as organisations and
remote workers alike look for and adopt
software applications designed to enhance
productivity, communication and support
the achievement of KPIs. This will require
organisations to increase visibility into this
area of spend.
5G will play an even more important role
in connecting employees and applications
to the business ecosystem. Commercial 5G
has, just this month, been rolled out in three
of SA's major cities by Vodacom, namely
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Pretoria.
This development will change the
face of the workplace of tomorrow as it
augments the ability to work at any time,

from any location. It is expected to unlock
new applications that were simply not
possible in the past. Globally, predications
are that it will hail massive changes due
to new capabilities. For example, Ericsson
predicts that by 2024, 5G will reach more
than 40% population coverage and 1.5
billion subscriptions, making it the fastest
technology generation to be rolled out on the
world business stage.
Business unit managers will be expected
to be more accountable for the mobile voice
and data costs, and consumption of their
direct reports.
The bottom line is − what is now
becoming a bit jaded and trite with everyone
referring to “the new normal” − these
changes are already here and increasingly
becoming entrenched in the new work
paradigm. Visibility of expenditure will be
everything to all businesses' ability to, not
just monitor spend, but to control it.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CYBER SECURITY

Insider cyber threat:
Time is of the essence
Since insiders have fewer barriers to overcome, the time-to-compromise
and time-to-exfiltrate metrics for insider threat actions is grim.

Andrew Sjoberg, CTO of DRS,
a Cyber1 company

T

he breach timeline metrics in the
Verizon Data Breach Investigation
Report paints a dismal picture.
The Verizon report goes on to detail 11
building blocks for an effective insider
breach detection programme:
Integrate security strategies and
policies: Integrating the other 10 countermeasures (listed below), or better yet, a
comprehensive insider threat programme
with other existing strategies, such
as a risk management framework,
human resources management and
intellectual property management, can
help strengthen efficiency, cohesion and
timeliness, in addressing insider threats.
Conduct threat hunting activities:
Refine threat hunting capabilities such as
threat intelligence, dark Web monitoring,
behavioural analysis and endpoint
detection and response solutions to
monitor, detect and investigate suspicious
operator and user account activities, both
inside and outside the enterprise.
Perform vulnerability scanning and
penetration testing: Leverage vulnerability
assessments and penetration tests to
identify gaps within a security strategy,
including potential ways for insider threats
to manoeuvre within the enterprise
environment.
Implement personnel security
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measures: The application of human
resource controls (such as employee exit
processes), security access principles and
security awareness training, can mitigate
the number of cyber security incidents
associated with unauthorised access to
enterprise systems.
Deploy physical security measures:
Implement physical methods for access
such as identity badges, security doors
and guards to limit physical access, as well
as digital access methods including card
swipes, motion detectors and cameras in
order to monitor, alert and record access
patterns and activities.
Apply network security solutions: Put
network perimeter and segment security
solutions in place. These include firewalls,
intrusion detection/prevention systems,
gateway devices and data loss prevention

availability with insider threats in mind.
Implement identity and access
management measures: Employ identity,
access and authentication management
measures to manage, limit and protect
access into the enterprise environment.
This can be taken to the next level by
employing a privileged access management
solution for privileged access.
Establish incident management
capabilities: These are incident
management processes that include an
insider threat playbook with trained and
capable incident handlers. This will make
cyber security response activities more
efficient and more effective in addressing
insider threat activities.
Retain digital forensics services: Have an
investigative response retained resource
available. Ensure they can conduct the

Industries have varied threat landscapes, with some
more susceptible to insider threats than others.

solutions to detect, collect and analyse
suspicious traffic potentially associated
with insider threat activities. This will
help highlight any unusual out-of-hours
activity, volumes of outbound activity as
well as the use of remote connections.
Employ endpoint security solutions:
Use established endpoint security
solutions, such as critical asset inventories,
removable media policies, device
encryption and file integrity monitoring
tools in order to deter, monitor, track,
collect and analyse user-related activity.
Apply data security measures:
Employ data ownership, classification
and protection, as well as data disposal
measures to manage the data lifecycle and
maintain confidentiality, integrity and

full-spectrum of deep-dive investigations
ranging from the analysis of logs, files,
endpoint and network traffic, in often
delicate and human-related − or user
account-related – cyber security incidents.
This is great advice for companies with
unlimited resources and budget, but
where does the organisation with more
constrained budgets and skills begin to
address the challenge?
To answer this, I have tried to highlight
the fact that every industry or vertical
can be affected in slightly different ways
by an insider threat. Take healthcare, for
instance; it is the most highly targeted
industry, but not the most expensive
to recover from a breach. Financial and
insurance services hold that crown.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NETWORK TRANSFORMATION

Top five business trends driving
network transformation
Traditional networks were designed for client-server access to centralised
information by a set of stationary, IT-controlled endpoints, but today’s
business doesn’t operate that way.
The network must provide the security,
not the device. The network and security
− critical with ever-mounting threats and
breaches − must operate as one and the
same.

Video
Video has been steadily increasing for
years, but COVID-19 measures have
accelerated it into an exponential surge.
Users report they now feel odd talking to
someone via audio only.
Andre Kannemeyer, National chief
technical officer (CTO) at specialist
distributor Duxbury Networking

T

he digital transformation has made
the network indispensable. As your
network goes, so your business goes.
Agility is survival. Traditional hub and
spoke networks were designed for clientserver access to centralised information by
a set of known, stationary, IT-controlled
endpoints. Today’s business does not
operate that way.
The number and types of devices have
exploded, they − and their operating
systems and apps − are well beyond the
control of IT. They move, they are chatty,
they are everywhere. Businesses operate
in the cloud, partly or wholly, with peer
connectivity between private networks,
private clouds, public clouds, hybrid WAN,
the Internet.
Let’s take a look at the top five business
trends that are currently driving network
transformation.

Cyber security
Endpoint and data centre security (ITcontrolled, tunnels, VPN) no longer
function in this climate. Traffic patterns
are meshed, devices are unpredictable and
mobile, everywhere access to the Internet
is near-imperative.
IOT has, and is, irreversibly changing
network traffic patterns.

Cloud
Cloud architectures have forever altered
network traffic patterns − for provider
and corporate networks, and the Internet.
Many newer businesses are cloudnative and cloud-only. More established

as VOIP and video-conferencing, which
require highly-scalable bandwidth.
Traditionally, this was provided with
MPLS, but because today’s networks,
cloud-based resources and data are
constantly shifting and relocating, they
have rendered those rigid connections
traditionally obsolete.
In fact, as the data centre becomes
increasingly virtualised and distributed,
workers and resources become more
mobile, and edge computing further
redistributes resources, the strategy of
having a core network that functions as
a hub for multiple branch office spokes is
collapsing.
It is being replaced with a meshed
network that blends together network
edge environments: cloud platforms and

IOT has, and is, irreversibly changing network
traffic patterns.

businesses have private clouds connected
to public clouds. Cloud drives mobility and
mobility drives the cloud.

Internet of things (IOT)
IOT has, and is, irreversibly changing
network traffic patterns. Many devices
lack security and open holes for hackers at
network entry. Traffic from these devices
will continue to surge in the years ahead,
and security in the network will be evermore critical.

Work from home
Organisations need next-gen offices
that can utilise cloud-based resources and
global collaboration applications, such

applications, mobile users and smart
devices, IOT, 5G and edge computing, and
the new WAN edge.
Cloud and SaaS are changing the way
enterprises look at edge networking.
Most enterprises now realise that legacy
networks are not enough to keep up with
the demands of current app consumption
models. As companies undergo a
‘digital transformation’ and disruptive
technologies like cloud, IOT and big data
become mainstream, SD-WAN paves the
way for a future-ready network.
Make your SD-WAN truly agile: software
control, hardware-independence, cloudnative, single-stack routing and security,
real-time analytics. To quote Darwin, “…to
survive… is to be responsive to change.”
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Beware of cyber criminals exploiting COVID-19
pandemic

Enabling executive teams to run organisations
remotely

We find ourselves in a perilous time, but unfortunately, the
coronavirus isn’t the only threat to be wary of. It should come as no
surprise that cyber criminals around the world would leap at the
opportunity to exploit the COVID-19 pandemic, warns SYNAQ. These
circumstances have created a host of vulnerabilities for users – and
the villains of the Web have been updating their playbooks to exploit
them. Among the threats to look out for are false internal corporate
communications ranging from mundane IT or HR department policy
updates related to the pandemic to dramatic announcements of
infections in the organisation.
www.synaq.com

Remote working has shifted from a convenience for a few to a material
reality to almost all employees. Yet those managing organisations
find themselves short of methods to do the same. e-SEK offers a
combination of business expertise and leading digital platform tools to
overcome this challenge. Running a company from a distance is not
as simple as having access to video conferencing software and shared
documents. These elements are not enough to include the many
variables that influence strategy, risk and the executive mandate. Such
technologies are well-suited to the operational layers and even the
mid-management sphere.
www.esek.co.za

Cyber attack campaigns exploiting COVID-19
with global impact

SMEs: How to adapt to ‘new normal’

Over the past few months, researchers at Panda Security have noted
an increase in malicious social engineering campaigns using the global
COVID-19 pandemic as a hook. As the crisis deepens, the number of
related malicious domains, spam, malware and ransomware attacks
have increased. With a large portion of the workforce now working
from home, the attack surface has increased dramatically – creating
more opportunities for cyber criminals. Organisations that have
implemented an advanced endpoint security (EDR) technology
supplemented with a patch management service need not be too
concerned about these kinds of threats. Solutions like Panda Adaptive
Defense 360 block malicious or potentially malicious processes.
www.pandasecurity.com

Keep VPNs safe from
DDOS and other attacks

Bryan Hamman, regional director
at NETSCOUT

“This year,” says Bryan Hamman,
regional director at NETSCOUT, a
leading provider of service assurance,
security and business analytics,
“cyber criminals have been given a
golden opportunity to take advantage
of the global COVID-19 pandemic to
launch attacks on people working
from home, as companies try their
utmost to keep their organisations
operational.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

AI plays major role
in automating threat
detection, prevention

Simeon Tassev, MD and QSA at
Galix
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One of the main reasons why AI has
become critical in fighting cyber crime
is that cyber criminals themselves
are making use of it. The threats are
more sophisticated and the use of deep
learning and AI to breach security
systems is an increasing reality, says
Simeon Tassev, MD and QSA at Galix.
www.galix.com
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As many SMEs in South Africa reel from the financial repercussions
of the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdown, it is important
that they embrace technologies that will help them overcome current
challenges and ready themselves for a ‘new normal’. From video
conferencing tools such as Skype, Zoom and Google Hangouts to
cloud computing networks and servers such as Google’s G Suite,
business owners can access and collaborate on documents and projects
remotely and in real-time. And these are a mere drop in the ocean
when it comes to the many digital tools available to SMEs, says Bridget
du Toit, head of Services at EasyBiz Technologies.
www.easybiztech.co.za

Data assessments the GlueData way
“Whether or not your organisation is on a path to become a more
data-driven enterprise or undergoing digital transformation,
chances are, greater focus is being placed on data in general. It
is therefore imperative to understand the strategic importance
of your data, and our data assessments are a good way to get
started with that process,” states Ben Strydom, account executive
and data architect at GlueData Services. “Our data assessment
approach identifies data quality and/or process issues and
potential breaches or gaps that could pose a risk to projects or
processes. Our unique methodology utilises data templates, rules
repositories, pre-built elements and workshop accelerators.”
www.gluedata.co.za

Inspired arrangement for Virtual College
Inspired Testing, a Dynamic Technologies company, is helping
e-learning specialist Virtual College provide reliable digital
learning opportunities for more than 3.7 million online students.
Virtual College has been on an inspired growth path these past
three years and offers students a truly virtual experience across
many industries, including food safety and hygiene; health and
safety; business; construction; healthcare; and hospitality. It
also offers a continuing professional development programme
across a range of industries and subjects. Demand for additional
courses has resulted in many new modules being added to Virtual
College’s offering. Inspired Testing took a modular approach to
testing.
www.dynamic-tech.com
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Rubrik announces
expanded focus,
investment into subSaharan Africa

Werner Vorster, country manager,
sub-Saharan Africa at Rubrik

Rubrik, the multi-cloud data control
company, is expanding its reach
and focus within the sub-Saharan
African region, bringing simplified
data management to customers
operating in the modern cloud era.
The announcement is supported by
the appointment of a dedicated team
in Johannesburg, South Africa. Rubrik
currently supports a host of enterprise
customers across Africa.
www.rubrik.com

Distribution disruptions in world of COVID-19
In March, the Institute of Supply Chain Management conducted the
first phase of a survey that investigated what impact COVID-19 would
have on businesses and supply chains. The results were staggering, with
nearly 75% of companies reporting supply chain disruptions in some
capacity due to transportation restrictions, and more than 80% who
believed their organisation would experience some impact because
of COVID-19 disruptions. While this survey was conducted in the
United States, there is no doubt the results can be seen as a global trend.
Companies across the world are experiencing massive restrictions and
challenges, says MD of Seidor Africa, Heinrich de Leeuw.
www.seidorafrica.com

iOCO streamlines Invicta’s financial reporting
and consolidation processes
iOCO’s implementation of Certent CDM and IBM Cognos Controller
at lnvicta Holdings has helped to automate and streamline the entire
financial reporting process, from the consolidation of results to the
statutory reporting thereof. “lnvicta appointed iOCO in October 2017
to assist with the reporting challenges after liking what we saw at an
iOCO seminar on using Certent CDM (CDM) for XBRL reporting,”
explains Miguel Teixeira, group financial manager at lnvicta Holdings.
“Implementing this system changed the way lnvicta manages its
reporting process, through the interfacing of the controller and TM1
environments into CDM, and it ultimately streamlined the reporting
process.”
www.ioco.tech

ContinuitySA launches cloud-based backup,
replication solution for SMEs
ContinuitySA, Africa’s leading provider of business resilience services
and a Veeam Platinum Partner, is launching Cloud Connect, a cloudbased backup and replication service for the small and medium
enterprise. The offering is particularly relevant now as companies of all
sizes move aggressively onto digital platforms to adapt to the COVID-19
crisis, according to Renier du Plessis, cloud manager at ContinuitySA.
“The current emergency demonstrates graphically just how important
a company’s ICT systems are in giving it the flexibility to adapt to
today’s volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world. The shift to
digital is now irreversible,” he says.
www.continuitysa.com

Dashboard of the future

iOCO announces Proofpoint partnership
iOCO is proud to announce a new partnership with leading cloudbased, people-centric security solutions provider Proofpoint.
Proofpoint's security posture focuses on the people component of
the cyber security risk framework. This is performed by means of
an integrated suite of cloud-based solutions to stop targeted threats,
safeguard data and make users more resilient against cyber attacks.
With this partnership, iOCO can now propose this enterprise solution
portfolio to its client base, enabling its clients to focus on protecting
their most important asset, their people, from today’s malware and
non-malware-based threats, from business e-mail compromise,
account compromise attacks and insider threat management.
www.ioco.tech

Andy Papastefanou, founder of
Impression Signatures

Proudly South African technology
provider, Impression Signatures,
has developed a Web-based
Electronic Signature Dashboard –
offering businesses quick access to
e-signatures for themselves and their
customers, within the necessary
legal parameters and incorporating
advanced security features. The
dashboard is not only fully compliant
with the Electronic Communications
and Transactions Act, but gives users
the power to brand their tool and
ensure optimum productivity.
www.ioco.tech
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Social commerce and conversational AI

Start training the skills of the future, now

Conversation automation has the power to completely redefine
normal business practices and create a new benchmark on what
is required to stay ahead of your competition, says ScopServ. The
e-commerce winners in the next decade will all be working smarter
and more efficiently, not harder. Conversational AI helps achieve this
by automating simple tasks, which would normally be completed
by human agents. ScopServ Integrated Services has partnered with
leaders in artificial intelligence chatbot solutions.
www.scopserv.co.za

The world is in the throes of the 4IR, with drones, AI, virtual reality,
3D printing and robotics being used in various ways by numerous
industries. Some experts have predicted as many as 47% of all jobs
may be lost due to automation in the future, while other predictions
are more cautious, suggesting a figure of only 9%. Richard Firth,
CEO of MIP Holdings, says these types of statistics do not paint the
whole picture. “Much like when PCs were first introduced, leading to
changes in the skills companies required, the jobs conversation around
4IR should be about upskilling and creating digital skills rather than
job losses.”
www.mip.co.za

Syrex, Hystax to
revolutionise cloud
migration in Africa

Ralph Berndt, director of Sales at
Syrex

Syrex has entered into a strategic
partnership with cloud migration and
disaster recovery specialist Hystax
to radically reduce the complexities
businesses face across industry sectors
when transitioning to the cloud.
Through this, Syrex can now deliver
a complete suite of cloud migration
and high availability solutions to its
customers.
www.syrex.co.za

Avaya enables easy-to-deploy remote working
In response to the growing need for businesses in Kenya and Ghana
to implement robust remote working initiatives, Avaya Holdings
Corporation has launched Avaya Spaces, its flagship cloud meeting and
collaboration app, in these countries. In addition, to facilitate rapid,
risk-free roll-out, the company is offering free 60-day access to the
solution for any organisation, as well as free access through August for
education and non-profit organisations. With governments in both
countries aiming to curb the spread of COVID-19, there has there
has been a pressing need for businesses to turn to remote working
technologies to maintain business continuity.
www.avaya.com

Enterprise data storage
‘business as usual’
with Tintri, Networks
Unlimited

Marcel Fouché, networking and
storage GM at Networks Unlimited
Africa

22

As the world grapples with a totally
different business dynamic, the
enterprise storage industry must
continue showcasing the continuous
innovation that enables compelling
solutions for its clients. A recent blog
entry by Tintri, which provides AIenabled intelligent infrastructure and
partners with value-added distributor
Networks Unlimited Africa in SA,
offers perspective.
www.networksunlimited.africa
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Working from home – avoid unauthorised
access
If your teams become aware of a possible data security breach while
working from home, they should inform your service desk so that your
security incident response process is followed, which will be overseen
by your CISO/head of information security and security team, says
Logicalis. During the country-wide lockdown, effective from 26
March 2020, in order to minimise the spread of COVID-19, your
organisation’s goal would be to enable your teams to work securely
from home. This is necessary so your organisation can continue to
deliver quality services to customers and stakeholders.
www.za.logicalis.com

Using tech to improve social distancing during
retail deliveries
While many retailers and online stores have seen a sharp increase in
the demand for deliveries, new regulations and guidelines mean these
deliveries must be carried out in a manner that adheres to new health
and safety protocols. According to Honeywell, a leading supplier of
mobile and last-mile technology, some of the solutions that can be
used for no contact delivery include mobile computers, digital forms
and mobile printers. As a leading supplier of Honeywell hardware,
Cradle Technology Services is equipped to support your business in
implementing these solutions.
www.cradle.co.za

Critical business functions to maintain
business stability
Business continuity plans have become even more valuable as
COVID-19 sweeps across the globe, forcing us into social distancing
and then a lockdown. Many companies continue to scramble to
find their feet to face this pandemic with no crisis preparedness.
Anne-Marie Pretorius, MD of Bizmod Consulting, says no matter
how prepared organisations are, COVID-19 requires organisations
to prepare for a large-scale impact. “The coronavirus has not only
affected businesses, but the personal effects have been unprecedented.
Leaders have had to grapple with uncertainty, economic fragility,
constant assessment of the business risk while conceptualising it and
ensuring that the critical functions are maintained during this time.”
www.bizmod.co.za
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OKI Europe supports social distancing

XBRL revolutionises digital financial reporting

OKI Europe is offering free floor sticker media and downloadable
artwork communicating social distancing guidelines. This will
enable organisations to minimise the time it takes to print essential
floor stickers and put them in place, whether in hospitals, surgeries,
pharmacies, retail stores, public sector organisations, office receptions,
hotels or communal spaces. The complimentary designs include three
formats: a self-adhesive floor circle and rectangular floor banners in
two sizes, each with various messaging options from which to choose.
To benefit from these free floor stickers, businesses will need access
to a printer that has the capabilities to handle the media, formats and
sizing of each sticker.
www.printacom.co.za

There has been a recent surge of businesses utilising eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) for their financial reporting. The
growth of XBRL in South Africa continued to rise when, on 1 July 2018,
the Companies and Intellectual Properties Commission enforced its
right to prescribe the use of XBRL for financial reporting (in line with
the requirements of the Companies Act). “XBRL is a freely available
electronic language for financial reporting that is based on Extensible
Markup Language and is produced and consumed by XBRL-enabled
software,” explains Mandy Leonard, business development director,
Oracle Services at iOCO.
www.ioco.tech

Webinar: Bulletproof your
business

David Lees, joint CEO of IronTree

IronTree’s recent “Bulletproof your
business” webinar series discussed
the various elements of cloud-based
business solutions in layman’s terms,
steering away from industry jargon
and three-letter acronyms. The
webinars covered the essential cloud
elements that all business people
should consider in a quest to transition
to a ‘work from anywhere at any
time’ model.
www.irontree.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Acronis Cyber Protect
Cloud now available

Peter French, MD of Synapsys

Following Acronis’s early May launch
of Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud,
Synapsys has seen its first MSP
partners go live with the service. “Our
existing partners can quickly and
easily upgrade their existing backup
clients to Acronis Cyber Protect with
a literal click of a button,” says Peter
French, MD of Synapsys.
www.synapsys.co.za

Kyocera moves into online retail to meet home
office needs

Yealink launches cloud-based video
conferencing platform

Kyocera Document Solutions South Africa’s move into retail has long
been on the cards and the timing couldn’t be better. Consumers will
now be able to order Kyocera printers, which are known for their
robust and innovative technology, from online store Takealot. “We
have a strong portfolio of printers and multifunction printers (MFPs)
for all markets ranging from the SOHO to large corporates,” says Greg
Griffith, hardware product manager of Kyocera Document Solutions
South Africa. “We want to be able to service all sectors of the market
and we have been looking to expand into retail for a while.”
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Yealink, a global brand specialised in video conferencing, voice
communications and collaboration solutions, has launched Yealink
Meeting, a cloud-based video conferencing platform enabling
clients to enter video meetings with one click and join face-to-face
communication with anyone, anywhere, at any time. Since the start
of containment, the video conferencing sector has experienced a real
boom with a record connection. The reduction of trips and groupings
within companies during the pandemic has increased the use of video
conferencing, as well as home office scenarios. This is why the Yealink
Meeting solution perfectly meets the demand of companies in this
particular context.
www.evenflow.co.za
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Events Calendar
2020

AUGUST 2020
Virtual Conference
ITWeb BPM & Automation
summit 2020
Date: 5 & 6 August 2020

Virtual Conference2020
ITWeb Security
Summit 2020
Date: 25-28 August 2020

SEPTEMBER 2020
Virtual Customer
ITWeb 5G 2020
Date: 30 September &
1 October 2020

OCTOBER 2020
Virtual Conference
ITWeb CX (Customer
Experience) Summit 2020
Date: 14 & 15 October 2020

FEBRUARY 2021
Virtual Conference
ITWeb Cloud, Data Centre
& DevOps Summit 2021
Date: 10 & 11 February 2021

Virtual Conference
ITWeb Business
Intelligence Summit 2021
Date: 23 – 25 February 2021

MARCH 2021
Virtual Conference
ITWeb Governance, Risk &
Compliance Summit 2021
Date: 10 & 11 March 2021

HR AND PAYROLL

Deviare, Simplilearn to help
reduce SA's digital skills dearth
By: SIBAHLE MALINGA

L

o cal digital solutions firm Deviare
has collaborated with US-based
edtech company Simplilearn, to train
South Africa’s corporate employees and
youth in digital skills.
Deviare helps organisations build
capability and capacity for digital
transformation, through targeted
advisory services, digital skills training
and technology solutions.
The company says it combines tested
methodologies with technology platforms
to help organisations navigate their digital
transformation journeys.
Through its online training platform,
Deviare also provides youths across SA
with training modules in the fields of
data science, artificial intelligence, cloud
computing, cyber security and software
skills.
As an authorised partner, Deviare
will take Simplilearn's digital training
programmes to the African region,
enabling learners and corporates to utilise
its ‘high-touch’ learning platform.
According to the companies, the
partnership is expected to benefit
over 10 000 learners who are on the
Deviare platform. The technical skilling
programmes are accredited by the
Media, Information, and Communication
Technologies Sector Education and
Training Authority of South Africa.
The content for each programme
follows a blended learning structure in
which learners will have access to live
virtual classrooms and self-paced video
courses offered by instructors, as well as
hands-on labs for practise, according to
Deviare.
Baxolile Mabinya, co-founder and
executive director of Deviare, says his
organisation is only too aware of the
reality of the digital skills dearth in Africa,
which has led to high unemployment
levels, especially among the youth. “Not
only is the unemployment rate extremely
high, but two-thirds of those unemployed
are under the age of 35. Through this
partnership, Deviare has committed itself
to solving this problem by training old
and young people, keeping in mind that
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availability and access to basic digital
infrastructure is a challenge in many parts
of SA.”
The companies say they have developed
an integrated offline skills development
solution that solves infrastructure
challenges and offers economic
opportunities for those that complete the
training.
“We have developed an integrated
approach that innovates around the
infrastructure challenges, and one that is
scalable and aims to produce thousands of
skilled professionals in next-generation
technologies. This has been done through
the investment in mobile digital labs
in conjunction with Deviare’s learning
platform. Deviare and Simplilearn are
providing access to quality digital learning
irrespective of location, eliminating
the issue of lack of infrastructure, and
lowering the barriers to entry for young
people in under-developed and remote
areas of the country,” notes Mabinya.
Simplilearn provides outcome-based
blended learning training across digital
technologies and applications, to enable
professionals and enterprises to succeed
in the fast-changing digital economy.
Through its partnership with the South
African government last year, Deviare
says it has successfully implemented
training programmes to train more than
500 young people across a variety of
skillsets.
“We have produced 140 data scientists,
200 cloud practitioners in both Amazon
Web Services and Microsoft Azure, 150
data engineers, 20 learners who are
now proficient in machine learning
on Tensorflow, and 50 cyber security
practitioners,” notes Lubabalo Dyantyi,
co-founder and executive director of
Deviare.
“Governments and businesses are
coming together to address the issues of
building a relevant skilled workforce. Our
collaboration with Simplilearn comes at
the right time. With this association, we
aim to play a big role in helping businesses
across Africa navigate their digital
transformation journeys.”

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Geekulcha announces 2020 Top 15
Young Geeks

Top Jobs
Data Engineer
SANLAM
5+ years' experience as a data engineer in a
BI environment

By: LEBONE MANO

Y

outh ICT network Geekulcha has
announced its 2020 Top 15 Young
Geeks to mark Youth Month.
Held in association with ITWeb this
year, the Young Geeks accolade honours
the young people who are ‘enterprising
mankind’ (this year’s award theme) by
building the solutions that will improve
society and encourage inclusivity.

Top 15
Following the Top 15 announcement,
nominee Nhlanhla Mahlangu posted on
his Twitter page: “What Geekulcha has
done for the geek community is one of
the best things. I'm humbled to be picked
and will continue to do my best for the
Geekulcha.” Mahlangu works for the
Ignition Group as a data science intern. He
previously mentored high school students
in programming and graphic design.
• Tsitsi Primrose Marote is co-owner of
Guardian Health, a healthcare app that
recently won the AyobaHack and ITWeb’s
#BIDataHack, both hosted in conjunction
with Geekulcha. Marote is a data scientist
and tutors high school and varsity maths
free of charge.
• Peter Moremi is founder of fundmyfees.
co.za. The crowdfunding site aims to
connect indebted or financially excluded
university students with donors. He also
launched his Web development company,
Hop.
• Kutlwano Tshatiwa attends Gabonewe
High School in the North West province.
Tshatiwa coded an app, Math Geek, on
his Android phone. He won bronze in last
year’s Eskom Expo for Young Scientists for
his anonymous Web browser app.
• Lyth Brown is chief business officer of
Qubit Solutions. Brown is also co-founder
of Spaanify, a challenge-based gamification
platform connecting job-seekers and
employers.
• Nangamso Tshwete is a Johannesburgbased network specialist at Amdocs,
a software services provider. She was
previously awarded ‘best developer’ at a
GirlCode hackathon.
• Dale Deacon is founder and director of
WeAreVR JOZI and WeAreVR AFRICA,

Negotiable

platforms educating and bringing together
designers and developers in virtual reality,
augmented reality and 360-degree videos
across Africa. Deacon has also lectured in
the University of Johannesburg’s virtual
reality short course.
• Karabo Maboka, a data science student
at software training institute Deviare,
believes the fourth industrial revolution’s
opportunities will have a meaningful
impact on South African youth.
• Keoikantse Botlholo is founder of
Codetelligent, a soon-to-be-launched
youth tech training Web site, and Kids
In ICT, a skills-transfer organisation for
disadvantaged children.
• Vanessa Sekati is a security operations
centre analyst, network monitoring and
end-user computing tutor at the University
Of Johannesburg. Sekati also started VT
Netsecure to educate people on keeping
their personal information safe online.
• Gift Mogeni is a junior cyber security
engineer at Puleng Technologies,
and founder of Accelerated Learning
Technologies. Mogeni created simfind.
co.za, which helps people find their missing
ones, also gaining attention outside South
African borders.
• Raesetje Bonjo Sefala is a Wits University
data science student. She has participated
in several projects with various
institutions, including the CSIR and the
University of Chicago, and worked with the
city of Jakarta in Indonesia as part of the
Data Science for Social Good Fellowship.
• Madimetja Simon Sekele led a team at
the Tshwane University of Technology
in putting together the KASI Hackathon.
Sekele also built a Twitter bot-embedded
e-health system that allows patients to
book appointments.
• Farisani Nonyana is a software developer
at Mediro-ICT and a coding mentor at
GirlCode. She also volunteers her time
teaching high school learners to code.
• Tumelo Baloyi is the founder of several
start-ups, including TDIGITAL; DotAfro, a
pro-black social networking site; CharOn,
a cell tower protection app; and Thuso App,
which helps survivors communicate after a
natural disaster.
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Western Cape
Ref No: 283628

BI Systems Architect
SANLAM
Sanlam
4+ years related experience
Negotiable
Western Cape
Ref No: 283623

Intermediate BI/SQL
Developer
SANLAM
BTG Recruit
3 years Business Intelligence and ETL
Development experience
R50,000 per month
Gauteng
Ref No: 283249

Java Developer
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES
5 to 8 years Experience
Negotiable
Gauteng
Ref No: 283286

Intermediate
C# Developer
E-MERGE IT RECRUITMENT
5+ years hard-core C# development
R720,000 per annum
Gauteng
Ref No: 283636

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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Cloud productivity tools build trust on Sage X3
project
When the Federated Employers Mutual Assurance Company (FEM)
embarked on a Sage X3 implementation last year, they expected
the usual outcomes of improved operational efficiencies and more
valuable financial reporting, but they had not anticipated that the
project lessons would aid their digital journey during the COVID-19
lockdown. FEM initiated a Sage X3 project as it had been working on
a custom-built system that was developed more than 20 years prior
and had outgrown its functionality. The finance team was still largely
paper-based in its work, and the company, although kicking off a
work-from-home initiative, had not fully embraced the latest cloud
productivity tools.
www.synergerp.com

NETWORKING
Accelerit brings life to
malls

Mandla Ngcobo, CEO of Accelerit

Accelerit has taken the decision to do
its part as best it can in the struggle
against COVID-19, says Mandla
Ngcobo, CEO of Accelerit. Since this
lockdown began, the company has
worked with partners to present some
strategic yet effective offerings to the
market, including the Mall Connect
product.
www.accelerit.co.za

Silver Peak SD-WAN: As simple or complex as
required
Mergers, acquisitions, consolidations, closures, new applications and
new business needs – which are all staples of the corporate world – can
make designing and managing an enterprise wide area network (WAN)
into a never-ending, complicated task. So says Duane Henigin, senior
systems engineer at SD-WAN solution provider Silver Peak. Henigin
notes: “Most likely, your WAN has grown in complexity over time or
you have inherited a network with its own challenges… Add in the
constant balance between dependability and performance with cost
and you have just scratched the surface of architecting and managing
an enterprise WAN.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

Striata achieves
information security
certification

Linda Misauer, head of Global
Solutions, Striata

Datacentrix reaches top Nutanix certification level
Datacentrix, a high-performing and secure ICT solutions provider, has
attained Master-tier status with enterprise cloud computing solution
provider, Nutanix, reaching the highest rank within the Nutanix Channel
Charter programme. This achievement, based on maintaining multiple
technical and sales certifications and meeting performance goals as a
partner in good standing, makes Datacentrix one of only four Master
Partners in South Africa.
www.datacentrix.co.za

Tactile sells 50k Sunmi units in four years
Sunmi provides a full range of intelligent hardware solutions based
on Android for commercial applications. In March 2016, Sunmi
introduced the V1 mobile ticketing unit, which was immediately
picked up by Tactile and introduced successfully to the South African
VAS industry – think sales of electricity and airtime. From the V1 came
an entire range of fixed and mobile POS solutions that quickly found
its way into the South African market. Offering great value for money,
attractive designs and a powerful MDM platform turned out to be the
"product and features mix".
www.tactiletechnologies.com

TECH FORUM
Is your business ready for
the ‘new normal’?

COMPANY NEWS
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visit www.itweb.co.za
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Sonja Weber, lead delivery solution
manager at T-Systems South Africa
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Digital communication and security
specialist Striata has achieved ISO/IEC
27001:2013 certification, evidence that
its information security framework
meets the highest global standards. For
Striata, the certification is particularly
relevant at a time when organisations
face unprecedented security
challenges and need assurance that
their customer data remains secure
through the processing life cycle.
www.striata.com

Work-from-home strategies have now
had to be implemented in a matter of
weeks simply to enable businesses to
operate. “This is a significant change
for the vast majority of businesses, and
organisations need to be cognisant of
the fact that it is not just a matter of
implementing some new technology,”
says Sonja Weber, lead delivery
solution manager at T-Systems South
Africa.
www.un-outsource.co.za
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Celebrating 50 years in SA, at your side
In 1970, Brother South Africa established the global brand as a reliable
and quality technology supplier of products to the home, SME,
government and corporate markets in South Africa. “The last 50 years
have given us plenty of reasons to celebrate,” said Wayne Everton,
managing director of Brother International South Africa. “Brother has
played a large role in the defining moments of the office technology
business and we are proud of its achievements. We have been a supplier
to the public sector for over 30 years."
www.brother.co.za

Seamless transition to
remote working with
enterprise content
management

Marcell Otto, software product
specialist at Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa

Do more with an Absolute Hosting Powered
WordPress package
WordPress has evolved beyond the capabilities of a traditional blog
medium and offers sophisticated features that allow you to host
your own e-commerce Web site and more. You can easily launch an
e-commerce Web site with Absolute Hosting by combining any of
our WordPress hosting packages with a beautiful WordPress theme,
WooCommerce plugin and PayFast account without any need for a
Web site developer or prior experiencing of setting up an e-commerce
Web site. Absolute Hosting’s WordPress hosting packages start at R18
per month and includes a free SSL certificate, free co.za domain name
and includes free + automated WordPress installation.
www.absolutehosting.co.za

Zensar’s Humané
transforms employee
experience

“Even companies that were resistant to
the concept of a distributed workforce
have been forced to allow employees
to work from home, but many lack
the technology infrastructure to offer
that capability without making some
sacrifices to ‘business as usual’,”
says Marcell Otto, software product
specialist at Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Sandeep Kishore, CEO and MD,
Zensar

SECURITY

Zensar, a digital solutions and
technology services company
that specialises in partnering with
global organisations on their digital
transformation journey, announced
the launch of Humané – its digital
employee experience transformation
solution. Humané is an enterprisegrade solution designed to create
impact on overall employee experience
across multiple functional areas.
www.zensar.com

Securicom is designated a Fortinet Expert

Nedbank unveils revolutionary retail solution

Leading cyber security solutions developer Fortinet has acknowledged
South Africa-based managed IT security services company, Securicom,
as a Fortinet Expert, making it one of only four companies in Africa
to achieve this level on the global developer’s stringent MSSP Partner
Programme. Technology resellers and system integrators are entering
the market to address this growing demand for hardware, software and
engineering inclusive security services. Designation as a Fortinet Expert
is reserved for proven Fortinet Solution experts that can deliver the full
spectrum of Fortinet solutions.
www.securicom.co.za

Nedbank's move to become a ‘digital-first’ financial services provider
led to the successful launch of the Nedbank API Marketplace. This
first-in-Africa platform is aligned to open banking standards that
creates opportunities to disrupt the traditional approach to banking
and financial services while laying the groundwork for a truly clientcentred, market-oriented and innovation-driven future in the digital
world. “Introducing Avo, the Super App by Nedbank. Created to bring
customers and businesses together, accurately matching customers'
lifestyle needs to product and service offerings through powerful
artificial intelligence, safe and secure payments, and bank-grade
security,” says Fred Swanepoel, CIO of Nedbank.
www.nedbank.co.za

Endpoint security
insights highlighted by
coronavirus outbreak

Christy Wyatt, president and CEO
of Absolute

Absolute's Insights Centre enables both
enterprise and education organisations
to measure and benchmark the
health and security of their remote
device programs, pre- and postCOVID-19. Absolute’s insights shine
a light on the value of automated,
self-healing capabilities in boosting
endpoint security control health and
minimising the strain of remote work
environments on IT.
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Dallmeier bolsters Germany’s ‘Safe City’ market

NEC presents open source 5G network

The German video technology manufacturer Dallmeier is looking back
on three extremely successful years in the "Safe City" market sector
in Germany. To date, the inventor of the Panomera multifocal sensor
technology with cameras, recording systems and software for video
analysis and management has been able to execute 19 major projects
in German cities. Successful investigations into recent incidents once
again confirmed the quality of the systems. "With the Panomera
systems, we benefit in particular from the fact that the entire overview
of a scene is always maintained, whereby operators can zoom in
to different areas with high resolution even in the recording," says
Thorsten Wünschmann, head of the Hanau (a German city near
Frankfurt) Public Order Office.
www.dallmeier.com

The world’s first 5G mobile network radios based on open and fully
virtualised architecture, built by NEC in partnership with various
vRAN platforms for Rakuten Mobile, will cut the costs to build and
operate 5G networks, give operators the opportunity to lower tariffs
and enable them to deliver a raft of new services to help the economy
recover. 5G is prohibitively expensive because it uses proprietary
hardware and software technology developed by few global vendors,
creating substantial barriers to market entry. “Open source, virtualised
5G overcomes the cost barrier because you don’t have the prohibitive
costs of being locked in to a single vendor’s proprietary gear as they try
to recover their investment,” says Anthony Laing, GM of Networking
at NEC XON.
www.nec.xon.co.za

Phathizwe Malinga, MD at
SqwidNet

Technology – SA’s water
lifeline

Complete guide to digitally transforming your
contact centre

“South Africa’s social and economic
development is being held back by
water shortages and lack of access
to quality water,” says Phathizwe
Malinga, MD at SqwidNet. “On top
of this, our inability to collect all the
due revenues for the water supplied
cripples our municipalities' ability to
provide other basic services as well.”
www.sqwidnet.com

For many contact centre business owners, adopting new technology
means increased platform development. And this requires multiple
annual software upgrades, which in turn increases demands and
costs for IT departments that manage on-premises solutions. What’s
the ideal solution? According to Scopserv, hybrid deployments
enable contact centres to access certain features for experience and
customer care. Another major hurdle that call centres are facing today
is managing multiple communication channels. As agents shuttle
between multiple screens and apps, they are faced with increased
communication barriers and reduced productivity. Here’s where
implementing a unified communications solution at your contact
centre can help.
www.scopserv.co.za

ZTE helps China Mobile launch cloud
classroom service
ZTE Corporation, a major international provider of
telecommunications, enterprise and consumer technology solutions
for the mobile Internet, has helped China Mobile promptly launch
the cloud classroom service based on the IPTV platform, introducing
massive high-quality educational resources to students for online
classes. By means of this service, students can take open classes given
by famous teachers on TV at home, allowing students to keep learning
even with classes suspended during the outbreak of COVID-19. The
cloud classroom service is implemented on the content network
platform constructed by ZTE. Featuring open capabilities, this platform
supports the unified scheduling and distribution of self-developed
services and third-party content.
www.zte.com

Grow your small business despite lockdown
Businesses, both large and small, are all feeling the effects of lockdown
restrictions. Whether your business is currently unable to run
normally, or at all, aim to use this forced 'pause in pace’ to reflect,
adapt and find new ways to grow your company and sell your products
or services. Local Web site hosting and domains company Domains.
co.za suggests users register a domain and build a company Web site...
or update their current site, make communication ‘king’, engage on
a business-to-business level, start selling online and get the word out
online. The World Wide Web offers various free avenues.
www.domains.co.za
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SECURITY
Paying the ransom doubles cost of recovering
from ransomware attack
Sophos, a global leader in next-generation cyber security, announced
the findings of its global survey, The State of Ransomware 2020, which
reveals that paying cyber criminals to restore data encrypted during a
ransomware attack is not an easy and inexpensive path to recovery. In
fact, the total cost of recovery almost doubles when organisations pay a
ransom. The survey polled 5 000 IT decision-makers in organisations in
26 countries across six continents. More than half (51%) of organisations
had experienced a significant ransomware attack in the previous
12 months, compared to 54% in 2017. In South Africa, 24% of the
organisations surveyed mentioned a ransomware attack in the past year.
www.sophos.com
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Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za
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Technology and business for the channel… now online.

The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide
a focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are
key to the local public sector.

Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief information
officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC, the forum provides
online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledge-sharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading local and
international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate concepts that can
be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal community that encourages
collaboration and thought in the name of improved service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us @PSICTForum

